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ABSTRACT
Similarity solutions of the equations for estuarine circulation and salt balance are presented
for a circulation generated by diffusive modification of stratification maintained at the entrance to an inlet by external dynamics rather than by fresh water discharged directly into
the inlet. The explicit x dependence may be factored from the governing equations if the
inlet geometry and longitudinal variation in turbulent exchange coefficients are expressible
as power or exponential functions of distance along the inlet, and the ordinary differential
equations so obtain ed are solved approximately by perturbation in a function of the Rayleigh
number. Salinity in the model decreases inward along the bottom but increases inward along
the surface of the inlet, and the flow is three-layered-inward at the top and bottom, outward at the mid-depth- as have been shown and inferred for Baltimore Harbor. Inclusion
of bottom fricti on increases the salinity gradient along the bottom and decreases it along the
surface, giving the salinity distribution some resemblance to that expected in conventional
estuaries. The induced circulation in all cases is a strong function of total depth and a weaker
fun ction of length and turbulent exchange coefficients for salt and momentum. The model
can serve as an aid to interpretation of observations in this type of estuary, and it provides a
simple means of evaluating the circulation and mixing rates from salinity measurements to
whatever precision the eddy viscosity can be estimated, or current measurement can be
obtained to scale the fl ow.

Introduction. Estuarine circulation is induced primarily by the density difference between freshwater and seawater. River water typically enters near the
head of an estuary, resulting in a two-layer circulation and stratification maintained by a dynamic balance of advective and diffusive processes within the
estuary. However, in inlets with negligible river discharge there is another
type of circulation induced by mixing of an externally maintain ed density strati.
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ification. This mechanism was studied experimentally by Hachey ( I 934) in
connection with studies of the Bay of Fundy, and it appears to be of primary
importance in flushing Baltimore Harbor. Stratification is maintained in Chesapeake Bay by dynamic processes associated with freshwater dischar_ged into the
system primarily by the Susquehanna River, but the small quantity of freshwater discharged directly into the embayment that forms Baltimore Harbor is
insufficient to maintain locally
the stratification against vertical
diffusion. The resulting distribution of salinity (Fig. I) has in
the deeper water the positive
:r::
seaward
gradient that is usually
:;::
w
found in estuaries, but a nega0
tive seaward gradient near the
surface and the circulation inDISTANCE-KILOMETERS FROM HEAD OF HARBOR
ferred by Carpenter ( I 960) and
Figure 1. Typical longitudinal section of the salinity
distribution in Baltimore Harbor. Chesapeake
by Pritchard and Carpenter
Bay, at the mouth of the Harbor, is at the
( I 960) from the movement of
right end of the figure. The arrows show the
acid wastes discharged within
net llow pattern (from Cameron and Pritchard 1963).
the Harbor consists of inward
flow near the surface and bottom
and of outward flow at mid-depths. This circulation appears to be too weak for
reliable measurement; nonetheless it was identified by Carpenter (1960) as the
primary reason why the mean exchange rate in the Harbor exceeds by a factor
of five the estimates by tidal exchange theory and why it operates more steadily
than is expected from transient wind effects.
Although this phenomenon doubtless occurs in many other embayments and
conceivably in stratified lakes, there is to our knowledge no analytical basis for
its quantitative appraisal. This paper presents some results of work toward
mathematically modeling it.

Notations
x, z

(!

Rectangular space coordinates with origin in the free surface, positive seaward and downward.
Dimensional and dimensionless stream function.
Vertical turbulent viscosity.
Horizontal and vertical turbulent eddy diffusivity.
Salinity.
Gravitational acceleration.
Density.

k

e- ae1as.

L,B,D

Length, width, and depth of inlet.
Horizontal and vertical velocity components.

V', <I>
Av

Kh, Kv

S,0
g

u,w

1
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Uo
~, 'Y/

Fi
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I'= KveL'
KheDe'

Subscript used to denote values taken at entrance to the ·
inlet.
Bottom stress.
Drag coefficient.
Amplitude of tidal current.
Horizontal and vertical dimensionless space coordinates.
Similarity scale function, i = o or 1.
Exponents for scale function.
Relative isotropy number for turbulent mixing.

3

Ra= gkSDe

AveKhe
4c U 0 D
µ=--n Av

Inlet Rayleigh number.
Dimensionless drag coefficuent.

Formulation. As in an earlier paper on conventional estuarine circulation
(Hansen and Rattray 1965, hereafter referred, to as HR), the most essential
variations are considered to occur in the vertical and longitudinal directions.
We therefore limit consideration here to embayments that are sufficiently
elongated or laterally homogeneous so that cross-channel mean values are
useful representations of all properties. Pritchard's (1956) determination that
nonlinear accelerations are dynamically unimportant in conventional estuarine
circulation in coastal plain estuaries has provided the basis for the dynamical
development given in HR. In view of the weak circulation anticipated and
the importance of turbulent mixing, it is assumed that these factors are also
unimportant here. Therefore, the governing equations are the same as those
given in HR, but new solutions have resulted from the imposition of different
boundary conditions.
The equations derived in HR for the flow and salinity fields are:

l
where the transport stream function 1P is defined by
Bw='I/Jz

and

Bu=-1jJz;

the subscripts denote partial differentiation with respect to the independent
variables x and z.
For boundary conditions we require conservation of water and salt at the
boundaries, z = o, D(x), and at the head of the. inlet. In the absence of river
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flow, the net transport through any section across the inlet must be zero.
The circulation is driven by density stratification imposed at the entrance to
the inlet; however, this stratification is not expected to be entirely independent
of processes that occur within the inlet. To specify a clear mathematical
problem, we make the plausible assumption that the salinities of the source
waters-those found at the surface and bottom in the entrance to the inlet
-S 0 e and Sbe, are maintained by external processes. Wind stress on the free
surface can be expected to modify the weak circulation anticipated, but it is
neglected here as being irrelevant to the mechanism of interest or, because of
its intermittency, as being implicitly represented as a contributor to turbulent
exchanges. These boundary conditions are expressed by:

1P(x,o) = 1P(x,D) = 1J)zz(x,o) = Sz(x,o) = Sz(x,D) =
S(xe,o)

=

Soe, S(xe,D)

=

Sbe·

0

}

(2a)

Representation of bottom stress by a square-law of the form

where Ub is the current speed just above the bottom, has proved useful for
estimating bottom stress in tidal currents. This equation was used by Abbott
( 1960) to determine the direction of the residual stress for a flow with an
harmonic component of amplitude U 0 • It is easily shown from his result that
the relationship between residual stress, ib, and the net current near the bottom, ub, is

Hence, for tidal current speeds that are large relative to the net circulation,
the linearized bottom-stress condition,

is applied at the bottom. In the absence of a dominant tidal current, flow will
be weak in general, and ( 2 b) is readily transformed to an exact representation
of a linear stress-velocity relationship by substituting 4 Uc = c', where c' is a
linear drag coefficient.

The Similarity Functions. For simplicity we assume that the breadth of
the inlet and the exchange coefficients vary in the x- direction only. We then
make use of the function introduced in HR,

Hansen and Rattray: Estuarine Circulation
here i may be assigned values of zero or unity to portray particular kinds of
inward behavior as appropriate in seeking similarity solutions of the form

IJl(x,z) = [BeKveL/De]Ft(y; ~)<I>(ri),
S(x,z)

=

S-S[1 + 0(o) -

l

Ft(A; ~)0(ri)],

where

(3)

The origin of coordinates can be chosen to make F, = 1 at the entrance to
the inlet; De and L are scale depth and length for the embayment. The representation of the embayment can be explicitly closed at the head only by the
choice i = 1, in which case L is simply its physical length. However, it is at
least mathematically possible to retain the option i = o, which might apply
near the entrance to an embayment of dynamically infinite physical length,
in which case L will be a dynamic length scale analogous to that used in HR.
Longitudinal variations in dimensions and mixing parameters are presumed
to be expressible by

D(x)

=

DeFi(- a; ~),

.Av(x) = .AveFi(x,; ~),

B(x)

=

BeFi({J; ~),

Kv(x) = KveFt(x 2 ;

Kh(x) = KheFt(x3; ~).

~),

}

(4)

These expressions allow an interesting variety of smooth variations of inlet
geometry and exchange coefficients, but for separation of the explicit x dependence, the exponents must satisfy the conditions

The exponent J. is to be determined by the distribution of salinity and flow
within the inlet. We may logically assign inlet geometry (a, {J, i) and one of
x2 , x3 ; y, J., and the remaining mixing parameter variations are then specified
by the physics of the problem and by the similarity conditions. We would of
course desire the possibility of a priori specification of all configuration and
mixing parameters, but problems of such generality are not accessible to analysis by the method of similarity solutions. The philosophy adopted herein is
to specify independently as many external parameters as is possible consistent
with allowing the density distribution to be determined by advective and diffusive processes through an Eigenvalue condition, analogously to a conventional heat conduction problem. The remaining parameters must satisfy
eqs. (5).
Substitution of equations (3), (4) and (5) into (1) and (2) yields the set of
ordinary differential equations and boundary conditions,
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o,

(6)

I2</J""+Ra().0+ct.170') =
/2 [0" -y</J0' + ).</J'0] + [ (y +).)+Cf..( I

<P(o)

=

<P(r)

=

<P"(o)

=

+ rJ : )] ().0 + ct.170') = o,
11

<P",(r)+µ<P'(r)

0(r)-0(o) =

=

0'(o)

=

0'(r)

=

o,}

(7)
( )
8

2.

Ra = gkSDe3/AveKhe is ~- Rayleigh number similar to that defined in HR,
/2 = KveL2/KheD/ is a relative isotropy number for turbulent mixing, equal
to the ratio of horizontal to .vertical mixing time scales, and µ = (4c/n)
(U0 D/.Av) is a dimensionless drag coefficient. The x dependence is factorable
from eq. (2b) to obtain its counterpart in (8) only in the special cases of
free-slip (µ = o) or no-slip (µ- 1 = o) bottom-friction conditions or if U0 Dc/
..Av = constant. Hence, the latter condition is presumed to be satisfied, except
possibly for the special but interesting cases µ = o and µ- 1 = o, for which
it is unnecessary.
For convenience, from this point we restrict consideration to inlets of constant depth (ct.= o). We observe that, if I= o, (6) and (7) have the solution
). = o for arbitrary 0, indicating that, if the time scale for horizontal mixing is
short relative to that for vertical mixing, an arbitrary external stratification is
diffused into th<! inlet without generation of horizontal gradients or circulation.
For vanishingly small Ra; a result of vigorous mixing or shoal depth, solutions of (6) and (7) that satisfy the boundary conditions (8) are <P = o and
0 = -cos pn17, if).(). +y) = (pnl)Z, p = r, 2, .... . The positive roots of (8)
define the longitudinal attenuation of a salinity field maintained by a balance
of horizontal and vertical diffusion only. In the limit of vanishing I, we again
obtain ). = o, so the external stratification again penetrates the inlet essentially
undiminished. As I becomes large, so does )., indicating rapid attenuation of the
external field inward from the entrance to the inlet.
We have been unable to obtain an exact solution to the complete equations;
rather, we have developed approximate solutions through perturbation of the
diffusive model, using a series expansion of <P, 0, and ). in a suitable parameter, as
<P(17) = <Po('TJ) + 8<P1(17) + 132 </Jz(TJ) + .. . . ,

0(7])

=

00 (7]) + 1301(7]) + 13 2 0,(17) + . . . . ,

). = Ao+ d

1

+ 8 2 )., + .. . ..

Use of Ra as the perturbation parameter revealed a difficulty that was
described also in HR; that is, the procedure leads quickly to useful forms for
</J and 0 but not for ). in that terms to the first order in Ra portray the essential
features of the salinity and stream-function profiles, and even some aspects of
their interaction; but the approximation to ). diverges at values of Ra well
below that expected in nature. Higher-order approximations, as well as being
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not only computationally tedious, introduce polynomial and trignometric expressions of a higher degree that produce features of smaller.scale in the vertical
than are significant in the context of using exchange coefficients explicitly independent of the depth and stability. In the present case, however, no simple
integral method has been found to extend the low-order approximation to large
Ra without incurring excessive violation of the boundary conditions on 0.
Instead, we apply a technique suggested by Bellman (1955) to improve the
convergence properties of the approximation. For the perturbation parameter
we use e = Ra/(F + Ra), where Fis a disposable parameter, which we conveniently define by F = 12n4 (1 +.33µ /(1 +.28µ) . Then the perturbation
equations to be solved are:

<Po"" =

0

i-•

L An01-n-1,

<J>/'" = <1>1-i'"' - (F//2)

n=o

I20o'' +Ao(Ao+y)0o
I' 0/' + Ao(Ao+ y)01 =

=

( 1 oa)

o,

1

L { I2(y<Pn0' 1-n- Ao<l>' n01-n) } (wb)

1-n
- (Ao+ y)An 0;-n-An

2 (F<J>' m+ Am)01-m-n},

m=o

subject to the boundary conditions

<J> 1(o) = <J>/'(o) = 0/(o) = 0/(1) = <1> 1(1) = <J>/'(1)+µ<!>/(1) = o,
}=0,1,2, .... . ;
00(1)- 0o(O) = 2, 01(1) = 01(0),

] =

I,

2, .. · · · · . · ;

These provide conditions for a determination of A at every level. Solutions of
the zero-order set are described above, and <1>0 = o has already been used in
( 1ob). Because the nonlinearity of the equations precludes superposition of
solutions, expressly through the incompatibility of the similarity conditions
with a multiplicity of l, we work with only the lowest stratification mode.
While this simple solution cannot match an arbitrary external field, it does
contain the basic stratification essential for the circulation mechanism of interest. Solutions of (9) and (10) to order e are:

<l>(ri) = e<l>,(ri) =

;Ra )P{12(cosnri+2ri - 1)-2n2 (2ri3-}
4n4 3 + µ

- 3 'Y/' + ri) +4µ (cosnri- rJ3+ 3 'Y/ - 1)-n2 µ(ri3 - 2ri 2 + ri)}

(11)
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0(rJ)

=

0o(rJ)+e0,(rJ)

=

-cosnrJ+ f{G(rJ,r)+
0

+ 1 /2 [G ( 1 ,r) - G (o,r)] cos nrJ} •{yn<P(r) sin nr +

(12)

+ A0 <P' (r) cos nr} dr,

A = Ao ( I

-

e) = Ao { I +

Ra(1+0.28µ)}- 1
(
) ,
12w 1+0.33µ

where Ao is the positive root of

and (}(rJ,!) is the modified Green's function for (10), i.e.,
cos nrJ .
{cos nrJ
sm n'T)}
G, <TJ = - - - rsm nr- - - +(rJ- 1 ) - - cosnr,
n
n
2n2
cos nrJ
.
{cos nrJ
sm n'T)}
G, >TJ = - - - (r- 1) sm nr- - - + ' T ) - - cos nr.
n
2n•
n
Eqs. (11) and (12) were evaluated numerically on an IBM 7094 computer at
the University of Washington.

Discussion. To demonstrate the nature of the flow, it is necessary to specify
some parameters. The embayment is approximated by a rectangular box model
having a constant depth and width, open-ended at the entrance (x = L) and
closed at the bayhead (x = o). Of the many possible postulates regarding turbulent mixing, we assume simply that the fundamental circulation-generating
mechanism, vertical mixing of salt, is characterized by a Kv that is constant
throughout the inlet. These conditions, which require ex = f3 = "• = o, i = 1,
yield y = I, " 3 = 2, and "' = A - 2. Determination of A from equations ( 1 3)
and ( 14), though now possible in principle, is of doubtful value due to the lack
Table I. Effects of bottom friction*
µ
10 4 I'Dipmaxf).RaLBKve) ..... .
T/ at 1P = maximum . . . ... ... . .
104 I'D1J!min/).RaLBKve) ..... .
T/ at 1P = minimum . . . . ... . . .. .
T/ at 1P = 0 . •. •.. .. . . •. . ...•. .
). . ..

.. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ... .

[S (o, 71) -

S'J /S ..... .. .. .. ... . .

0

5.36
0.24
- 5.36
0.76
0.50
0.935

o.

• All other parameters as given for example in text.

10

6.42
0.26
-3.94
0.77
0.55
0.950
- 0.108

8.81
0.29
- 1.24
0 .83
0.70
0.984
- 0.349

9.94
0.31
- 0.26
0.87
0 .80
I.
- 0.465
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of good a priori estimates of the turbulent Austausch. We elect rather to apply
the solution in a semi-inverse way, using directly measured quantities as fu lly
as possible. The dimensionless flow is given by

x)

12 (
Dl2tp
LBKv,). Ra = ).Ra I <P .
Without bottom friction, the flow consists of a pair of half cells (Fig. 2a),
symmetric about the mid-depth. With increasing bottom friction, the upper cell
grows at the expense of the
t
lower (Table I), and the cir- 0 o
culation, while it ultimately
resembles that found in conventional estuaries (Fig. 2 b), is of
o
opposite sense (cf. HR), having TJ
predominantly inward flow in
the upper half of the inlet and
-1
outward flow in the lower half.
The maximum horizontal velocity generated by this circulation is

l½naxl
=

L__

a

A

= B-'tpz( L,O) =

K;;/ <P'(o )""'
4 ).gkSD3
"" 103 .dve

L·

0- --------=========I
-0.le:.:_-:.:::==~~~- --0.2c:: :.: -: . =:.-:.-

For appli cation to Baltimore
b
B
Harbor, we use the observed
Figure 2 . Circulation stream fun ction. I sopleths are
values D = 13 m, L = 20 km,
104 / 2 D1p/J..RaLBKve fo r (A) zero-bo ttom
and 8 = 5°/oo (cf. F ig. 1) in
stress (µ = o) and (B) zero- tangentia l flow
1.,µ - 1 = o).
(15) to obtai n A ve Umax f ). ""'
2ocm3 sec- 2 • A 100- hour current station occupied by the Coast and G eodeti c Survey• approximately 13 km
from the head of the Harbor, near the south side of the main channel, indicated a net current of 3 cm/sec into the Harbor at r.5 m ( 17 = o. I) and
2.5 cm/sec out of the Harbor at 4 m. H owever, nearly all of the obse rvati ons
were near the threshold of the current meters and must be accepted with
caution.
2. Data on file with the Office of Marine Surveys and Maps, National Ocean Su rvey, NOAA, Rockville, Maryland 208 52.
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An advective R~shing time (perhaps better termed the average time of replenishment), equal to the time required for the volume of the inlet to Row into
and out of the entrance, can be defined for the model as

The shape of the Harbor is considerably more complicated, primarily by extensive shoal ar~as on both sides of the main channel, especially near the
entrance, but consideration can be limited to circulation in the channel. Carpenter (1960) has reported an exponential Rushing rate of 10% per day for the
Harbor; this corresponds to 99% renewal in 20 days compared with 100 days
computed by Garland (1952), who used Ketchum's (1951) modified tidalprism method. Setting Ave/A= 20/umax = 5 cm2 /sec in (16), we find Ta=
20 days, which suggests that the model, simple as it is, may be useful for the
derivation from a few relatively easy observations of advective exchange rates
associated with this class of circulation.
Inward attenuation of the externally imposed stratification is seen in Fig. I
to be approximately linear, i.e., to imply a value of A near unity. Using A = 1,
we obtain .Ave= 5 cm2 /sec; and
using the dependence of A on I
and Ra shown in Fig. 6, we
find Kv"" o.5cm2 /sec over~
wide range of I and Ra on
A= I. For the parameter range
of interest for Baltimore Harbor, A and all other features of
the solutions are little sensitive
to variations of Khe because the
salt balance is maintained priA
marily by advective processes;
only an ambiguous determination of I and Ra is obtained
by this inverse method. If we
identify the dispersive process
described by Kh with the modified tidal prism process as defined by Ketchum (1951), then
the five-fold increase in longitudinal transports, Ao/ A, due to
the steady Row gives Ra 1S:J 5000
B
from
( 1 3). The associated valFigure 3. Salinity distribution, (S- S)/S, for (A) zeroues of Kh and J are then 5 x I o5
bottom stress (µ = o), and (B) zero-ta!lgential
flow (µ- 1 = o).
cm2 /sec and 1.6, but the other

.
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results are not dependent upon these determinations. We observe that a value
of 2 for A would,
in addition to the obvious effect on estimates of .Ave, yield
.
Xi= o from the similarity condition. This implies that .Av cc xv, which appeals
to intuition. Salinity distribu- 1rI2 4>"JX.Ra
tions that indicate a value for
A as large as 2 can perhaps be
found among the several sets
.--------'Oc...;·,:5;______0r----......:::0:.;..5.::..,,__,
of Baltimore Harbor observa- O
tions, which show considerable
variability within the consistent general pattern exemplified by Fig. I, but this possibility has not been pursued.
The exemplary value ;t = 1
requires x, = - I, which may
be a mathematical artifact imposed by the similarity condi- 77
tions. Its physical meaning is
that the flow must be attenuated by increasing viscosity
near the head of the inlet because the pressure gradient
does not vanish there.
The salinity distribution can
now be conveniently shown
(Fig. 3) as

(S- S)/S= !).0(17)-[1 + 0(o)].

Figure 4. Vertical variation in dimensionless longitudinal
component of pressure gradient for zero-bottom
stress.

With no bottom friction
(Fig. 3a), the salinity distribution is antisymmetric about the mid-depth, increasing and decreasing inward
in the upper and lower halves to become vertically homogeneous with a
salinity equal to S at the head of the Harbor-an idealization of the distribution described by Carpenter ( I 960 ). With increasing bottom friction (Fig. 3 b;
Table I), an inward and downward flow of low-salinity water causes a progressive reduction in the sectional mean salinity with distance into the inlet as
well as a consequent decrease in the salinity gradient at the surface and an
increase near the bottom, giving the salinity distribution some resemblence to
that found in conventional estuaries. The restrictions of similarity force complete vertical mixing at the inner boundary except for the singular case, ;t = o;
hence this feature will persist for all values of Ra and / except / = o; but as ;t
is reduced by large Ra or small I, the nearly vertically homogeneous water is
limited to a region near the inner end.
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Each of the circulation half-cells of the model has zero net transport of water.
The advective salt transport, however, resembles the diffusive salt transport in
that it is inward in the lower portion and outward in the upper. The overall
salt balance is maintained by
vertical diffusion of salt from
the lower to the upper halfcell.
Figs. 1 and 3 and Table I
suggest that the salinity distribution in Baltimore Harbor
µ. =
reflects some influence of bottom friction inasmuch as the
vertical mean salinity decreases
inward. A similar circulation
and effect on the salinity distribution might be expected to
result from wind blowing into
the Harbor, such as has been
observed in East Sound (Rattray 1967 ), but Carpenter
Figure 5. Advective perturbation of salinity profile for
(1960) has observed a qualitavarious bottom-friction conditions. Solid line
tively similar distribution folis horizontal advective perturbation.;- A; dashed
line is vertical advective perturbation .;- y .
lowing a sustained period of
west wind (out of the Harbor).
The vertical variation in the longitudinal pressure gradient associated with
the circulation (Fig. 4) is different from that observed in association with the
wind-driven three-layer fl.ow in East Sound in that it is zero at two levels.
The upper level of zero longitudinal pressure gradient occurs at about onefifth of the total depth down from the upper surface, and a second such level
occurs an equal distance above the bottom; the precise level of each depends
only slightly upon the bottom-friction parameter.
The perturbation of the basic cosinusoidal salinity profile depends upon the
several parameters that enter the problem, but the perturbing influences of
vertical and horizontal advection can be identified separately as the effects of
terms associated with <P and <P' respectively in ( 12) (Fig. 5). The effect of the
convergent vertical fl.ow is to sharpen the halocline, but the effect of horizontal
advection of mixed water from up-inlet is nearly the opposite. The balance
between the two effects is determined by the relative magnitudes of). and y,
which is given by

+0.28µ)]-1·
-). = [( I+ [ 2:n: I/ y ]')' " - I ] [ 2 + -Ra -(1 --y
6:n:4(1+0.33µ)
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. The dependence _of A on other parameters is shown in Fig. 6 for ranges of
interes_t. When_ 1/y 1s small or when Ra is large, as in a deep inlet, the vertical
advectlon dominates, sharpening the halocline against relatively weak vertical
mixing; when 1/y is large and
Ra is not, the horizontal advection of mixed water predominates, reinforcing the al10
1/y=lO
ready considerable effect of
s
vertical diffusion in reducing
1.. 1
stratification.
r
1
With increasing bottom fric0 .5
tion, both perturbations take
0 .1
on positive mean values, which,
0 .2
because the salinity is made in0.1
variable at the stratification
0
2
3
4
s
source, effect a salinity reduc10· 3 Raf(µ)
tion almost everywhere inside
Figure 6. Dependence of J../y on (1 +.2 8 µ)(1 + .33µ)- 1
the inlet because of the preRa and I/ y. Dashed line denotes exemplary
locus of values obtained by varying K he only.
ponderant inward and downward flow of low-salinity water. The magnitude of all of these effects is proportional to the strength of the
dimensionless circulation, which varies as

a strong function of depth that is, however, partially reduced by the dependence
of A on I and Ra when these parameters are large. Advection reduces the horizontal salinity gradient near the entrance to the inlet, as expressed by ( 1 3) and
(14). Although bottom friction has a considerable influence on the circulation
and salinity distribution, its influence on the horizontal salinity gradients is
relatively minor; the factor containing µ in ( 1 3) and ( 1 7) varies by only 1 5 %
over the entire range, o -::;, µ ::;,co.
In dimensional terms, the circulation is proportional to lgkSBD 4 / LAve,
which is also a strong function of depth. The inverse dependence of the strength
of the circulation on .Ave is weakly offset by the dependence of A on Ra as
shown in Fig. 6. Increased vertical mixing of salt strengthens the circulation
more or less uniformly, and horizontal mixing weakens it, primarily at low Ra,
only by their effect on .?. through I and Ra as expressed by ( 1 7), and Fig. 6.
Too few observations of this type of circulation are available at present to
encourage an attempt to relate the strength of the circulation to the bulk parameters upon which it ultimately depends, as has been done for conventional
estuarine circulation (Hansen and Rattray 1966). The model should be of
value in interpreting future observations of such circulations, and, from obser-
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vation of the salinity distribution and a single well-placed and reliable current
measurement, the model should provide a simple means of evaluating the
strength of the circulation and exchange rates in inlets having simple shapes .
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